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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a coupling strategy for the implementation of a comprehensive hy-
dromechanical model for sedimentary basins [1]. The preCICE framework [2] has been used to
efficiently implement an iterative coupling scheme between ArcTem, a sedimentary basin fluid
flow code, and Code Aster [20], a finite element general purpose mechanical code. We discuss
several issues related to different domain partitions used by the parallel codes, to the time evo-
lutivity of the 3D meshes and to the different time stepping used by each code. We have used
the preCICE framework communication system to efficiently exchange data between the codes
and to interpolate fields between usually non-matching meshes. The iterative coupling scheme
is managed by means of the functionalities provided by preCICE.

We validate our coupled code on a real sedimentary basin study [19]. We evaluate the flexibil-
ity of the preCICE framework to efficiently implement advanced iterative coupling algorithms.
We compare the performance of our solution to a standard approach based on a centralized
supervisor controlling the coupling flow and using files to exchange data between the codes.

1 Introduction

Accurate simulations are essential in the domains of energy and environment for informed
decision-making, process optimization, and sustainable solutions. However, single physics mod-
els often fail to capture the complexity and intricate interactions inherent in these systems. For
instance, in the field of wind energy, the design of floating wind turbines requires a combination of
hydrodynamics, structural mechanics and aerodynamics. In the field of CO2 storage, radioactive
waste or geothermal energy, it is necessary to simulate complex phenomena combining chemical,
mechanical and porous media flow models. Multi-physics models offer a powerful solution by
integrating various physical processes, providing a holistic understanding of complex systems.
Two main approaches exist: the monolithic approach solves all physics equations simultane-
ously, offering tight coupling and global solution capability but with drawbacks of complexity,
computational cost, and limited modularity. The second approach, using coupling tools, offers
flexibility, modularity, and computational efficiency, although challenges lie in managing com-
munication overhead and potential inconsistencies. Several existing coupling code frameworks,
such as ASCoDT [7], CWIPI [9],EMPIRE [10], MpCCI [11], OASIS3-MCT [15], OpenPALM
[14], MUSCLE [16], ONELAB [12], SALOME [13], facilitate seamless communication between
solvers, promoting re-usability and compatibility. This paper focuses on the evaluation of the
preCICE framework [2], an open-source library for coupling multi-physics simulations. This
paper is organized as follow: after detailing in Section 2 the features of preCICE, we present in
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Section 3 A2, a coupled hydromechanical sedimentary basin simulator, and its implementation
using preCICE in Section 4. Validation results are presented in Section 5 and we conclude the
paper in last Section 6.

2 preCICE library

The preCICE library is a powerful open-source tool designed for coupling multi-physics sim-
ulations, specifically targeting fluid-structure interaction problems. It provides a modular and
flexible environment for seamless communication and integration between different simulation
components. preCICE enables the coupling of various physics solvers, allowing researchers to
combine specialized codes and leverage parallel computing capabilities. The library employs
standardized interfaces and protocols to ensure code reusability and compatibility. It offers
functionalities for data exchange, synchronization, and mapping between solvers, facilitating
consistent and accurate coupling. With preCICE, users can easily define coupling configu-
rations, handle different mesh types, and manage parallel simulations efficiently. The library
supports both steady-state and transient simulations, enabling the modeling of complex tran-
sient phenomena. Its robust and efficient algorithms, such as the iterative fixed-point algorithm,
ensure convergence and accuracy in the coupling process. preCICE has been widely adopted
and has a growing community, providing support, documentation, and examples to facilitate its
implementation in various research domains.

3 A comprehensive coupled hydromechanical sedimentary basin model

Sedimentary basin models are used to predict pore pressure and porosity distribution in the basin
from its formation to present day. These models are used in oil&gas exploration, CCS (CO2
capture and storage) and geothermal energy fields. They aim at simulating and understanding
the geological evolution of sedimentary basins over time. This involves integrating geological,
geophysical, geomechanical and geochemical data to reconstruct the basin history and processes.
For historical reasons, basin simulators usually use a simplified 1D formulation for geomechanics:
sediment compaction is driven by weight only. This simplified formulation can be applied to
basins in oedometric conditions. For basins where tectonics had an important role in their
formation or in presence of salt layers, the strains and stresses predicted by this simplified
model are erroneous. A more rigorous 3D geomechanical framework is required to capture the
complex coupled hydromechanical phenomena occurring in sedimentary basins in order to assess
the cap rocks integrity, the tectonic deformations, the fault reactivation risk and to correctly
estimate the stress field. Such framework has been implemented in the prototype simulator A2
by coupling ArcTem, a classical basin modeling code developed by IFPEN for 3D complex
geometries using a simplified 1D geomechanics, and Code Aster [20], an open-source advanced
general-purpose mechanical 3D finite element code developed by EDF R&D.

3.1 The basin model

ArcTem, is a software package based on the open-source Arcane framework [6] for basin mod-
eling with 3D complex geometries. The calculation grid is time-dependent. Its kinematic is
imposed by the geological structural restoration carried out before the flow simulation: this 4D
grid is built after restoration to meet the requirements of forward simulation. Sediment deposi-
tion and tectonic episodes, corresponding to geological events, are discretized into a sequence of
static grids. Physical quantities are transferred between grids at transition points. These static
grids are gathered into a time evolutive 3D mesh that constitutes the basin 4D grid. The evolu-
tive 3D mesh enables to model complex geometries with faults. An example is shown in Figure
1 where a simple basin representation is visible showing the complexity of the 3D geometry and
faults configuration generating non conformity of the meshes.
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Figure 1: Example of sedimentary basin model with faults - On the left: 3D representation of
horizons, the surfaces between two sedimentary layers - On the right: a cross section of the
model clearly showing the faults configuration

In basin modeling several physical processes are simulated. The equations used to represent these
processes depend on the complexity and scope of the simulation. However some fundamental
equations are always used. As presented in details in [5], fluid flow coupled with compaction is
governed by the following set of equations:

• mass conservation of solid:

∂

∂t
(ρs(1− Φ)) +∇ · (ρs(1− Φ)vs) = ρsqs (1)

where qs is the sediment deposition rate, Φ is the sediment porosity, vs the solid velocity
and ρs the solid density;

• mass conservation of fluid:

∂

∂t
(ρwΦ) +∇ · (ρwΦvw) = ρwqw (2)

where qw is the water flux associated to sediment deposition, which is expressed as a
function of the sediment porosity: qw = qsΦ0/(1− Φ0), ρw is the water density and vw is
the water velocity;

• Darcy’s law:

uw = Φ(vw − vs) = −Km

µw
(∇P − ρwg) (3)

where uw is the water flux, µw is the water viscosity, Km is the sediment permeability, P
the fluid pore pressure and g is the gravity;

• sedimentary vertical load:

− ∂

∂z
σl = (ρs(1− Φ) + ρwΦ)g (4)

where σl is the vertical stress given by the weight of sediments;

• compaction law:

Φ = FΦ(σ) (5)

where porosity Φ is expressed as a function of the effective stress σ = σl−P . This function
is lithology dependent and it accounts for sediment compaction due to sediments weight
only.
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These equations are completed with other sediment constitutive laws (permeability as a function
of porosity, fluid density and viscosity as a function of pressure) and appropriate boundary
conditions:

• assuming an offshore basin, the top boundary is subjected to the sea water pressure:

σl(top) = Ptop (6)

• on the bottom boundary, no fluid flow is assumed:

uw · n = 0 (7)

In order to highlight the coupling between these equations and the link between them and the
geometry, we reformulate the equations using the overpressure oP and the lithostatic potential
σ̃ defined as σ̃l − Ph and oP = P − Ph, respectively. The hydrostatic pressure Ph satisfies the
following equation:

− ∂

∂z
Ph = ρwg (8)

and the boundary condition Ph = Ptop on the top boundary.

3.2 The geomechanical model

Code Aster is coupled to ArcTem in order to implement a full 3D geomechanical framework
going beyond the simplified 1D geomechanics used in ArcTem. Code Aster is an open-source
general-purpose mechanical finite element code. The availability of the source code has permitted
to adapt the code for the hydromechanical coupling with ArcTem.

Even if THM capabilities for porous media are available in Code Aster, they have not been
used in the coupling. Indeed, fluid flow simulation capabilities of ArcTem are much more
advanced than the ones available in Code Aster THM models.

A standard non-porous mechanical simulation is carried out inCode Aster. Fluid is introduced
in the mechanical simulation as an external load. The equilibrium equation, based on the total
stress, is rewritten in terms of the complete 3D effective stress tensor:

∇ · σ = ∇ · P I− b (9)

where I is the second order identity tensor and b is the vector of body forces. In the definition
of the effective stress, Biot’s coefficient has been taken equal to one.

Equation (9) shows that fluid pore pressure P is introduced in the mechanical equilibrium
equation as an external load coming from the ArcTem fluid flow simulation. Since sediments
compaction induces strong changes in sediments volume, a finite strain formulation is used. An
updated lagrangian scheme [17] is adopted to solve the equations by a sequence of infinitesimal
strain problems. Therefore the strain tensor is calculated as:

ϵ =
1

2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) (10)

where u is the displacement vector. Sediment porosity is calculated from the strain tensor by
calculating the infinitesimal volume change: change in porosity is assumed to be equal to the
infinitesimal volume change. This is a consequence of the Biot’s coefficient value used in the
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derivation of equation (9), which means that an incompressible skeleton is assumed for the bulk
material and volume changes are accommodated by porosity changes.

An elastoplastic constitutive equation derived from the compaction law (5) is used for the sedi-
ments [1]. This equation is a modified version of the Cam-Clay model accounting for vertical and
lateral compaction of the sediments by extending to the 3D case the Schneider 1D compaction
law [18] used in ArcTem.

Fracture of sediments is assumed to occur when the stress state crosses the critical state line
of the Cam-Clay plastic yield surface, entering in the dilation part. Sediment permeability is
increased to account for sediment fracture by a coefficient multiplying the permeability used by
ArcTem. The value of this coefficient increases with the cumulated plastic strain.

3.3 The hydromechanical coupling scheme

Coupling the hydrogeological and geomechanical models enables the investigation of interactions
between fluid flow, pore pressure changes and mechanical deformation, providing insights into
the subsurface system behavior. However, coupling the two codes involves addressing several
challenges. The evolutionary nature of the meshes and non-linearity of the models require
implementing an iterative coupling scheme to obtain correct results. Convergence of the iterative
coupling scheme is checked against the porosity values calculated in the two codes independently.

The basin simulation consists of a sequence of geological events. The coupling scheme operates
at the event level (Figure 2). Sequential coupling starts with an ArcTem simulation using
geometries coming from the preliminary geological restoration phase. This simulation evaluates
pore pressure and porosity evolution for the event. The pore pressure values are then transferred
to Code Aster, which simulates the same event from the beginning (Figure 3). The porosity
values obtained by Code Aster are compared cell by cell with those calculated by ArcTem. If
the difference is below a specified tolerance for most cells, convergence is achieved, and coupling
proceeds to the next event. Otherwise, a new iteration is performed: Code Aster calculates
a correction (∆σ) sent to ArcTem before replaying the event (Figure 4). This correction is
evaluated by means of the 1D compaction law (5) used by ArcTem:

∆σ = F−1
Φ (ΦArcTem)− F−1

Φ (ΦCode Aster) (11)

Once convergence is reached, Code Aster evaluates the fracturing criterion and calculates the
permeability multiplicative factor for cells where the criterion is verified. The multiplicative
factor is sent to ArcTem for the subsequent event (Figure 4).

The coupling scheme is sequential, with the basin code running first and the mechanical code
waiting for results. It is an implicit scheme utilizing an iterative fixed-point algorithm to ensure
convergence of computed porosity within a specified tolerance.

4 Details on the coupling implementation with preCICE

The coupled hydromechanical model of A2 presented in the previous section 3 has been imple-
mented with preCICE, version 2.3. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of our implementation.
We have developed for the two coupled codes a preCICE adaptor. The Code Aster adaptor
has been developed using the python preCICE API while the ArcTem one has been developed
in C++. This adaptor provides helpers to define the coupling mesh zones and the coupling fields
to exchange, to parameterize interpolation and numerical coupling algorithms and to access the
advanced functions available in preCICE. As the dynamic adaptive mesh feature was not avail-
able in the used preCICE version, we have developed an original strategy to handle dynamic
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Figure 2: Coupling scheme used for the simulation

Figure 3: Details of the sequential iterative scheme used for each geological event

Figure 4: Data exchanged at the end of each geological event. On the left: correction ∆σ
calculated in the case of non-convergence of the iterative scheme. On the right: calculation of
the new permeability when fracture occurs.
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Figure 5: A2 architecture using preCICE

Figure 6: ArcTem, Code Aster evolving meshes and preCICE reference mesh

evolving meshes. We have introduced an intermediate preCICE reference mesh used at the
library initialization. All mapping, partitioning and communication structures are initialized
statically once at the begin of the simulation. This reference mesh is related to the state of the
last geological event and contains all the grid cells appearing in the model through the whole
simulation. The mapping between ArcTem and the Code Aster evolving meshes and this
reference mesh is realized by grid cell unique label ids. To reduce the amount of data exchanged
at each coupling step, we have introduced in preCICE new functionalities to manage mesh
filters to define the concept of activated cells. Thus during a coupling step, the mapping is only
realized on activated cells and only the data related to these cells are exchanged. At the first
step of new geological event, when a new sedimentary layer is deposited, we update mesh filters
by activating in the reference mesh the cells related to the new deposited sedimentary layer.
Figure 6 illustrates ArcTem and Code Aster evolving mesh after 4 geological events, and the
preCICE reference mesh containing all the grid cells related to a number N of events.

The convergence criterion of the iterative coupling algorithm used in our coupling scheme is
very specific to our model and was not available among the convergence criteria provided by
preCICE. We have therefore modified the preCICE API to enable Code Aster to send
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Figure 7: Sequential iterative scheme used during each geological event

to ArcTem , by means of preCICE communication capabilities, the result of a convergence
criterion evaluated by itself, deactivating the convergence criterion check done by preCICE.

Figure 7 represents the diagram of the coupling scheme: a serial implicit coupling scheme is
used with an iterative fixed point algorithm controlled by a convergence criterion evaluated on
the exchanged porosity field. The exchanged fields (P , Φ, ∆σ and oP ) are represented by the
links with the field name between each solver meshes.

5 Results

We validated the A2 implementation with preCICE using the Neuquén basin real case de-
scribed in [19]. The model dimensions span approximately 200 km in the horizontal plane and
8 km in depth. It consists of 20 geological layers, and the simulation incorporates a total of 39
events, including layer deposition, uplift, erosion, and tectonic phases. The preCICE A2 sim-
ulation was completed up to event 19, representing a period of stability in the Neuquén basin
before the final uplift and tectonic phase. The mesh at event 19 is composed by 102,000 cells,
partitioned into 72 partitions for Code Aster and 4 partitions for ArcTem (Figure 8).

We compare in Figure 9 the performance obtained with our implementation to the one obtained
with the legacy A2 implementation based on a centralized supervisor controlling the coupling
flow. This supervisor uses files on disk to exchange data between the codes and restart mech-
anisms of the two simulation codes to replay the simulation of the geological events during the
iterative coupling algorithm. In spite of the small model size used in the test, significant re-
duction in computation time is achieved by the preCICE A2 version compared to the legacy
version. The preCICE communication mechanism reveals superior performances compared to
the data exchange mechanism based on files on disk, as clearly shown by the comparison of data
exchange times between ArcTem and Code Aster during the simulation.

From a development perspective, the utilization of the preCICE API significantly reduced the
amount of technical code required for the coupling implementation. The need for a centralized
supervisor and the associated services and MPI communications for generating and reloading
restart dump files in both ArcTem and Code Aster were eliminated. The versatility and
user-friendliness of the preCICE API enabled the development of a minimal number of C++
and Python code lines, integrated into ArcTem and Code Aster respectively.
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Figure 8: Mesh used for the Neuquén model at geological event 19 - For sake of clarity, only 4
mesh partitions are shown whereas the simulation has been done on 72 partitions

Figure 9: Comparison of performances of legacy A2 and preCICE A2 versions
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6 Conclusion and perspectives

We have presented a comprehensive hydromechanical model for sedimentary basins based on
the coupling of ArcTem, a sedimentary basin fluid flow code, and Code Aster, a finite ele-
ment general-purpose mechanical code. The coupling strategy used in this study relies on the
preCICE framework, which facilitated the implementation of an iterative coupling scheme. By
leveraging the features of preCICE, we successfully addressed various challenges associated
with the management of time-evolving 3D meshes. Additionally, the flexibility of the frame-
work allowed for the development of new functionalities to handle 4D evolving meshes and to
incorporate a specific convergence criterion for the iterative coupling algorithm. The validity of
our coupled code was demonstrated through its application to a real sedimentary basin study.
The performance results obtained show significant reduction in computation time when using
the preCICE library compared to a standard approach relying on a centralized supervisor and
file-based data exchange between the codes. In future works, we would like to validate our
approach by incorporating erosion, which involves the disappearance of grid cells during sim-
ulation. Further testing is required to develop specific meshes tailored to each coupled model,
enhancing the accuracy and applicability of our framework.
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